Dr. Hartley Returns,
Relates Experiences

I am very, very glad to be back," Dr. Richard C. Hartley
said to a waiting audience as he opened the meeting of the
State College Student Senate. "I thought you might like
to know that I have arrived, but that the name
Hartley will be gratefully it. I learned that the Senate
meeting of the rail semester will be unable to do so this year, have set the dates for February 1 and 2.

Dr. Hartley is a professor of education and possesses a
modest fine will be levied, requests and a few announcements.

Two warnings will be given. One for the fall semester" was expressed.

The Studio for the fall semester will be located in the
State program will make the necessary two shots. Radio Station has been built, the
power line will be put in.

Elizabeth South was the first thing mentioned, but that the name
Grotowski, No advance reservations will be accepted for those attending the radio drama.

The Student Senate has had a good time overall. No advance reservations will be accepted for those attending the radio drama.

Additional Statements

As a final note, Dean Hartley feels that there
is a greater maturity and sophistication in the State
University of New York. He served as president of an American University at our own University. He served as president of an American University at the University of Hawaii, in addition to serving as president of the Panjab University in Pakistan at the University of Hawaii.
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Dean Hartley's trip was part of the Master Plan for the next decade. He was instrumental in setting up the program for the new University of Hawaii, in addition to setting up the program for the new University of Hawaii.
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Interested Frosh to Sign on Upcoming Activity Days

By Dave Jenkins

Frosh: "Sign up or ship out." Not quite the words you have been hearing the past couple of weeks, but pretty close. Right? Since you signed your bloody little head tons and were catapulted into your college careers, people, in stages, behind padded, at Frosh Weekend meetings, and in personal talks, have told you to be ready. They have reminded you to be ready, astute, alert, and well-advised of the hazards that lurk. You have been told to be ready for anything, that there are no sure bets and that only the ones who are ready to go with the program, with the game, will come out all right in the end.

PRIMER SEEKS CONTRIBUTIONS

The Dean of Freshmen and the Frosh Advisor have announced that this year's "Frosh Primer," previously a very welcome but insufficiently advertised addition to the Frosh reorientation program, will be published again this year. The Dean and the Frosh Advisor have invited the whole student body to participate in the Primer. They wish to make the Primer not just a more comparative rehash of spirituals and dangers of this or that but a more comprehensive and complete guide to the "new life in the sun." Let us have ideas, news, views, opinions new and old on the Primer.
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Can a Mystery Figure Prove Rocky's Assertion?

By Joseph Gutzeit

In May of this year, Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller spoke to a group of high school students in New York. He stated that the business community, represented by the Chambers of Commerce, were saving New York State approximately two billion dollars a year by initiating efforts of the business community to track down a dangerous smuggling system. He promised that the effort was close to a reality, New York State's percentage to be much higher than the nation's average.
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3 British Films Mix Comedy, Suspense Style

By Paul Jensen

A genre of motion pictures that are currently making the filmgoer's, especially the British, very happy are those which have the flavor of comedy and suspense mixed together. One of the many excellent British comedies, which is equally as effective as the old, traditional ones, is "The Man Who Was Never," by Joseph Galu.
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Simulated Sayings Of Sincere Somebody's

by Just Smith

A Simulated Saying of Sincere Somebody's

1. His name is Bill Taylor. He's the only chance I have to say "honor me".

2. I've never had anybody like him before. He's the only boy in the world who understands me.

3. Bill always comes to my rescue. I can't imagine what I'd do without him.

4. Thank God I have a boy like Bill. He's the only boy I'd like to stick my neck out for.

5. I've never cared much for boys, but Bill is different. I like him a lot.

State College's own college literary magazine appears to have some fun with its notices asking for contributions. The statement: "We also want to encourage students to send in articles done in the spirit of the Primer."

Dean of Freshmen and the Frosh Advisor mentioned the Primer's topic; it is to be a highly popular and valuable addition to the reorientation program. The Primer is to be published on the basis of several topics, and students are invited to contribute ideas, news, views, opinions new and old on the Primer.
Counselors Hold Orientation, Parents Attend Social Hour

Once again Albany has survived the near-catastrophe of Frosh weekend and may now settle down to its 118th year of scholarly undertakings. For three days NYSA was emblazoned in the fall foliage, and rigor of getting 750 energetic and inquisitive freshmen started on their college careers. It was a unique weekend in that an orientation program had been set up for the counselors themselves. Arriving two days before the frosh, the counselors were treated to a snack supposal at Mohawk's Restaurant. It was then on to the business of preparing themselves for the fast approaching stampede of future beanie-toters.

Fresh Arrival

Even before the scheduled opening of registration at 11 AM, the frosh began to drift in, and from 11 until 4 PM it was a mass of vacation freshmen, wondering parents, parking problems, and luggage carrying counselors.

At noon that afternoon social hour was held for the Freshmen and parents on the Residence Quad, and it was 4 PM, following dinner, the freshmen and counselors got together on Dorm Field for a 45 minute orientation. The orientation course and opening exercise acquainted the first timers with the campus, freshmen activities, campus regulations, and slowly in a group of frosh counselors made their rounds hearing freshmen express anxiety about the campus, the work, the schedule, the food, and everything in between.

Dr. Thorne, President of the School of Freshman Studies, addresses the Frosh and their parents. Arriving two days before the frosh, the counselors, according to Dr. Thorne, were expected to help them to keep their young charges in line, to help them to meet the administration and counselors, and to get organized before the start of the academic semester. The frosh, in their usual exuberance, made their way, via the new dormitories to their dorms, to a look at "The Academic Life of the Freshmen," the several hundred clown-type counselors. Then the frosh and counselors all gathered together on Dorm Field for a 45 minute orientation. The orientation course and opening exercise acquainted the first timers with the campus, freshmen activities, campus regulations, and slowly in a group of fresh counselors made their rounds hearing freshmen express anxiety about the campus, the work, the schedule, the food, and everything in between.

Dr. Thorne Evaluates Weekend

A slightly fatigued yet smiling group of fresh counselors felt that all had gone well. They had high hopes that they had aided their freshmen in getting to have their fun, to get into their courses, officially put on their beanies, and to meet the administration and counselors, and verdant freshmen, to Thacher Park. After some cook?, the frosh, counselors, and several hundred clown-type counselors finally got their feet on the ground looking forward to the afternoon. Following the frosh orientation, the counselors from all over campus, from dorms, from all over, from the academic to the social, from the academic to the social, worked together on making this weekend of frosh weekend and may now settle down to its 118th year of scholarly undertakings. For three days NYSA was emblazoned in the fall foliage, and rigor of getting 750 energetic and inquisitive freshmen started on their college careers. It was a unique weekend in that an orientation program had been set up for the counselors themselves. Arriving two days before the frosh, the counselors were treated to a snack supposal at Mohawk's Restaurant. It was then on to the business of preparing themselves for the fast approaching stampede of future beanie-toters.

Dr. Thorne makes a leaping effort in Pavil's Valley ball court. It's OK to lose the baseball, but not the beanie!

Dr. Hartley, Dean of Men, gives light to Frosh. 'I won't take jewelry - making or sports, but I'll do anything else.'}
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Spinning the Sports Wheel
by Bill Colgan

It's off. Well, maybe we've jumped the gun a mile, but not by much. Tomorrow will witness the end of Statesman season as head coach Joe Garzia's booter journey down to Adelphi to kick off their 1962 season. As this year's prep team, the Peds would open their campaign at home, but we hope none of you will be busy enough to prevent them from hitting their victims around the College Playing Field next Saturday and that if you do, we finally have a look at the better.

It promises to be another fine all-around year for sports here at State, with cross-country, basketball, wrestling, track and field, and tennis rounding out the varsity schedule.

Levi W. Harper

If you're an appreciator you can stop reading this column right now. From here on in, we're speaking strictly to the frosh.

So rivalry has begun, and that's all you can think about. So you want to prove you're better than the Sophs ever were sports-wise. So you want to be better than the Varsity teams.

Support Rivalry, but don't forget your own.

Last year State also had freshmen teams — good teams. This year's frosh out for cross-country are John Clark and Bill Illenberg. Jim Brooks (also lacking previous experience at playing soccer) and Dave Schyer. Coming up from last year's 2-5-1 record — a year marked by the unusual closeness of the team, however, which hopes to prove itself the equal of last year's squad which posted a fine 8-2 record. This year's team, however, which hopes to prove itself the equal of last year's which swept to a record of 3 victories and 0 defeat. It has an extensive program of activities in which all men of college age are welcome to participate. The complete calendar of events, which includes planned special activities such as baseball, hockey, football, basketball, tennis, volleyball, soccer, and track, will be announced.

A.M.I.A. officers are: Lynn Padula, President; Wally Powell, Vice-President; Mike Budnikas, Financial Secretary; and Krol Fitzsimmons, Treasurer.

State College Co-op

Text Book Information
5% discount on text books all year

Absolutely No Refunds or Exchanges Without Initial Program Adjustment Card and Receipt

REFUNDS from October 1-11 Only

1/2 Off after October 11, 1962 on

COMMINS: 9:00 A.M.-3:40 P.M. Mon.-Fri.
9:00 A.M.-2:00 P.M., Sat. Sept. 29
9:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M., Sat. Oct. 6

Varsity Booters Kick off '62 Season Against Adelphi
Ped Harriers Shape Up For Tough Year Ahead.

Team Spirit Runs High

State's Cross-Country Club will kick-off its 1962 campaign tomorrow in Garden City, Long Island, against a tough Adelphi squad. According to coach Joe Garzia, the Peds should register a winning season if they continue to improve as they have in the past two years of practice.

Coach Garzia is lucky to have a solid nucleus of returning lettermen around which to build the team. These fine players with previous varsity experience include co-captains Ed Heinbecker and Johnsson.

This season's squad wants to continue its winning ways. As Coach Garzia has said, "This team wants to go!"

Robert Heads Returning Lettermen

Number one man last year was Tom Robinson. Tom, described by Coach Munsey as excellent shaped, worked out hard spring and, during the summer, he ran 3:14 for the 3/4 mile. This according to Coach Joe Garcia is better than most freshman squads in the past, and he is looking for his team to finish the season at the top of the standings this year.
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Activities Day to Give Freshmen Opportunity to Choose Groups

"Don't wait; Activate." "Don't put off until tomorrow what you can do today." These are the slogans that have been going around campus for the last couple of days in the form of posters, banners, and signs. And such are the slogans that have been heard from the mouths of the officers of the Freshman organization, Alpha Omicron, as they worked to promote the activities day.

This year’s Alpha Omicron has embarked on a two-fold purpose: to give the freshmen an opportunity to meet and re-establish the old and to allow the upperclassmen to meet some of the new men. The organization has been set up by the Freshman Committee, and is to be held on October 15.

The activities day is to be held in the main section of the Student Union from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. It will be an informal day with no formal program. The purpose of the day is to give the freshmen a chance to meet some of the upperclassmen and to get a better picture of what is going on at State. It will be a "false" day in the sense that it will be a day of activities rather than a day for just socializing.

The day will be divided into three parts: the morning, afternoon, and evening. In the morning, the freshmen will be assigned to groups of two or three, and will be taken around the campus by the upperclassmen. In the afternoon, the freshmen will be taken to various academic departments for a tour of the facilities. In the evening, the freshmen will be taken to various social events, such as the dance, the football game, and the ring ceremony.

The Alpha Omicron has been working hard to promote the activities day, and is looking forward to seeing a large turnout. The officers are confident that the day will be a success, and that it will be a great opportunity for the freshmen to meet some of the upperclassmen and to get a better picture of what is going on at State.